
        
 

PATRICIA HILLS 
238 Putnam Avenue 

Cambridge, MA  02139 
 

     October 5, 2006 
 
 
Ms. Kendall Scully 
American Paintings, Drawings & Sculpture 
Sotheby’s 
1334 York Avenue 
New York, NY  10021 
 
Dear Ms. Scully:   
 
Re:  Eastman Johnson, Warming Her Hands. (a.k.a. “Portrait of Daughter”).  Oil on 
canvas, 14 1/8 x 17 ¾ (my measurements).  Signed LR:  “E. Johnson/1871”   
 
I viewed this charming painting at Sotheby’s, New York, on August 31, 2006.  In my 
opinion the work is by the American genre painter Eastman Johnson (1824-1906), and I 
plan to include the work in my catalogue raisonné of the artist’s work. 
 
The painting has the characteristics of Johnson’s style and subject matter.  The little girl 
stands in profile before a glowing, pot-belly stove.  The same stove can be seen in several 
other paintings, specifically Isn’t It Cold of 1876, that was in Sotheby’s May 24, 1990 
sale.  Her eyes are in shadow, which is frequent for Johnson, and very well suggested.  
Her bright red leggings balance the red glow of the stove.  The touches of a coral red on 
her lips, cheeks, nose and the tips of her fingers are typical of Johnson’s handling of the 
flesh tones.  The scumbled background is also characteristic.   The objects placed on the 
shelf above her head contain objects we see in Johnson’s paintings:  a bell and books.  
This suggests that the setting is a schoolhouse. 
 
Johnson did several paintings of girls standing before stoves and warming their hands, 
but each one is slightly different.  Most are dated to the 1870s. 
 
We examined the painting under an ultra violet light.  It seems that the painting has been 
recently varnished, because the ultra violet light showed a uniform, homogeneous surface 
so that any recent restorations were masked.  But the painting seems in good condition.   
 
       Sincerely yours, 
 
 
 
       Patricia Hills, PhD 
pathills@bu.edu      Co-Author:  Eastman Johnson:   
       Painting America, 1999 

2017-03-11: Location of signature at 
lower right is a typo; it should read 
“Signed L.L. ‘E. Johnson/1871.’” 
Also, the measurements are reversed. 


